convertible seat from
birth up to 7 years

multi award winning

what makes
radian 5 so special?
radian 5 is the complete all in one
package from birth to 7 years

highest rear
facing capacity

scan to
find out
more

from birth to 25kg

Rear
facing is
5x safer!

why is this important?
At birth a childs head represents 25% of
their body weight compared to 6% for an
adult. This means the neck has to support
a greater proportional weight. During a
collision when forward facing (at a young
age) the crash forces and weight of the
head can be too much for the neck to
support. When rear facing the forces are
spread across the entire back of the seat,
thereby protecting the neck.

Forward
Facing
Significant
forces on
the neck

Rear Facing
Entire back of
seat supports
head, neck,
back and pelvis.

5 point harness
to 25Kg
The ma jority of current car seats only allow the harness
to be used up to 18kg (usually around the age of 3 or 4).
For some children this may be too early for them to start
using a booster with the adult seatbelt because they
can loosen the belt and move out of it.
As a convertible seat radian 5 allows parents to
choose the right time to turn forward facing and when
they do, the 5 point harness can be used up to 25kg.
This provides additional security up to the age of 7 so
you know your little one is always in the safest position.

So when can you use the radian 5?
radian 5
Rearward Facing
Forward Facing
5 Point Safety Harness

scan to
find out
more

Group 0
0-9kg

Group 1
9-18kg

Group 2
15-25kg

safe stop
shock absorber
radian 5 includes our patented safe stop smart strap. This
works like a parachute, slowing the movement in a crash so
that children are protected and don't experience the peak
forces of a collision.
The patented safe stop gets added to radian 5 when your child
reaches 15kg and is using the seat forward facing. From 1525kg safe stop reduces the increased forward motion of a
heavier child to keep them safe and contained.

simple 4 step
installation process
1

2

Load on child

Collision forces
without safe stop

First attach all the required parts
depending on how the seat will be
used, e.g. rear facing base, safe
stop for forward facing over 15kg.
Place the seat in the car, feed the
seatbelt through the tunnel and
guides and secure the buckle.

3

Push the seat down, tighten
the belt and secure with the
lock off clip.

with safe stop

4

Time from collision

Attach the top tether
and you’re ready to go!

Scan the code to watch the video on how to install safe stop.
Seatbelt installation allows radian 5 to
work safely and keep children in a 5 point
harness both forward and rear facing to 25kg.
Isofix points and connectors are not strong
enough to hold the same weight.

for more information visit uk.diono.com

full steel
frame

Storage for lots of sweets, toys
and drinks. (1 cup holder included)
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Narrow design for
more space across
the back seat.
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space
saving
design
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Full steel frame with complete
side impact protection and all round
energy absorbing foam. radian 5
may be a little heavier but this
means it’s a lot stronger to resist
crash forces.

up to 4
cup holders

fold flat
radian 5 is the only convertible
car seat to fold, making storage
and transport much simpler.

memory
foam
Memory foam and soft
fabrics ensure complete
comfort on all journeys.

life of seat
warranty
radian 5 can be registered for
an extended warranty covering
the full 10 year life of the seat.
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